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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the problem of on-line, writerindependent, unconstrained handwriting recognition.
Based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM), which are
successfully employed in speech recognition tasks, we
focus on representations which address scalability, recognition performance and compactness. ‘Delayed’features are introduced which integrate more global, handwriting specific knowledge into the HMM representation. These features lead to larger error-rate reduction
than ‘delta’ features which are known from speech rccognition and cvcn rcquirc fcwcr atltlit,ioiial coinponents. Scalability is addressed with a size-independent
representation. Compactness is achieved with Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The representations are
discussed and the results for a mixed-style word recognition task with vocabularies of 200 (up to 99% correct
words) and 20,000 words (up to 88.8% correct words)
are given.
1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the Philips on-line, unconstrained handwriting recognition system. The writerindependent system is based on Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) and accepts characters, words and sentences
written in discrete, cursive or mixed-style. HMMs are
well established in speech recognition and have recently
gained attention in handwriting recognition, e.g, [lo],
[7]. A brief description of our recognition system is
given in Section 2. In addition to a description of the
baseline system, we concentrate on the problem of representation, i.e., the question of finding a suitable representation of a portion of the scribble sequence recorded on a tablet specifically to enhance writing size
invariance, recognition performance and compactness.
A feature vector should contain all rclevant information for the subsequent recognition, be insensitive to
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irrelevant variations, and a t the same time have a low
vector dimension. One of the irrelevant variations is
the writing size. In case of word-based input where
the whole word is captured before processing, writing
size is often explicitly normalized as in [7] and [ll].A
more flexible approach which allows simultaneous writing and recognition is discussed in Section 3 where we
discuss a size-dependent representation (frames) and
a size-independent representation (segments). The inclusion of approximations in the time difference of the
feature sequence, so-called delta features, are known
from spcccli rccognitioii to iinprovc recognitioii pcrforinance [8]. In Sectioii 4 wc introduce the concept
of delayed features and compare them with delta features. Delayed features provide a flexible framework to
integrate handwriting specific knowledge into the representation by expressing structural relations between
the current and previous observation vectors. Finally,
LDA has been employed in the training and recognition process as described in Section 5, similar as in [4]
for speech recognition, to improve performance and efficiency.

2. BASELINE SYSTEM
The platform for capturing handwriting is a Philips
proprietary tablet called Philips Advanced Interactive
Display (PAID) consisting of an LCD plus orthogonal
sensors for pen and finger input sampling (x,y,p) with
up to 200 pps. This tablet is connected to a P C with
pen-enhanced Unix or Penwindows. Data is filtered
and, depending on representation, spatially resampled.
Each character is modeled by a left-to-right hidden
Markov model with loop, forward and skip transitions
between the states. Optionally, the models can be
extended with a pause state after the word to catch
delayed strokes which are otherwise not processed. The
observation probabilities, are continuous mixtures of
Gaussian densities with density-specific diagonal cov-
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ariance matrices. Up to 32 densities per mixture are
allowed. Training of the HMM parameters is done by
using the Maximum Likelihood criterion and applying
thc Vitcrbi approximation [8].
Recognition is based on the one-stage beam search
algorithm using a tree-organized dictionary (51. All
knowledge sources, i.e., the pen signal, the dictionary,
and, for some experiments, a language model, are applied at once, thus avoiding premature decisions. Hypotheses pruning is applied for efficiency.
For the experiments reported here the training data
consistctl of morc than 10000 handwritton words froni
about, GO writcrs of scvcral natioiialitics from oil-sitc
collectcd data and Unipcn traiiiiiig data [3].
2.1. P e r f o r m a n c e

Esscntially, the same rccogiiizer was cmploycd for the
recognition of characters, words or whole sentences for
a 200 words and 20,000 words dictionary. While the
20,000 words dictionary is a random subset of the
60,000 most common English words, the 200 words
vocabulary is a subset where all character classes occur approximately equally often. Average word length
of vocabularies is 6.5 and 8 characters for the 200
and 20,000 words vocabulary, respectively. The HMM
framcwork is ahlc to sirniiltiuicoiisly tlctcrniiiw tlw 01,timal segmentation and carry out the decoding. We
obtained word recognition rates up to 99% for the 200
words vocabulary and up to 90% correct words for
a 20,000 words vocabulary without language model.
These results compare well with other published results
for unconstrained handwriting recognition [7], [ l l ] , [6].
Initial experiments on sentence recognition like in [lo]
have also been conducted.

a fixed number of consecutive, resampled points. Resampling the pen trajectory is necessary to obtain equispaced points and thus compensate for writing speed
variations.
In both cases the sample blocks used to compute adjacent feature vectors were chosen to overlap by 50%.
For average writing size (see below) there were on the
average about ten frames (seven segments) per character corresponding to seven (five) states per model.
The feature vectors were identical for frames and
segments and contained 13 low-level, size-independent
fcaturcs like aspcct ratio, curvature, five aiigles, a pcnclown fcaturc. Additionally, four delaycd features (SCC
ncxt section) were used with different delays for frames
and segments.
To test writing sizc clepciiclcncc, we <asked 10 writers
to writc a sct of 50 words in four different sizcs (scalc:
0.5, 1, 2, 4) where scale 1 corresponds to the average
writing size of the training data. Writers were instructed to write lowercase but unconstrained otherwise.
The resulting set of 4 times 500 words was represented by either frames or segments and recognized using
a 200 and 20K word vocabulary. The results presented in Table 1 clearly show that, while frames have a
better peak performance (of up to 99% words correct),
the segments are essentially independent of the writing
sizc.
Table 1: Comparison of frames and segments for four
different writing sizes. The table contains recognition
rates in % words correct for a 200 and 20,000 word
dictionary.

I

I

Sizc
name
Segment

1

Size
Frame
Segment

3. WRITING SIZE INVARIANCE

I
I
I
I

Likc writing speed and sampling rate, writing size is
often explicitly normalized likc in [7] and [ l l ] . This
approach is very suitable for isolated word recognition
tasks where all input is available before normalization
but less suitable for sentence recognition where writing
and recognition are done simultaneously. As an alternative we investigated size-independent representations.
Two alternatives were compared for grouping
samples into blocks of which a feature vector is computed. In the case of segments, the block boundarics
are defined by the condition that the vertical handwriting speed is zero: zly = 0. The location of these
points within a character is invariant with respect to
tlic handwriting size. In combination with writing size
independent features, this results in a writing size indcpendent representation. In contrast, a f r a m e consists of

I

I

200 word dictionary
0.5
1
2 1 4
82.1 I 99.0 I 68.8 2.7
96.8 96.8 98.0 97.1
20.000 word dictionarv
0.5 I 1 I 2 1
55.5 I 90.2 I 33.7 1 0.0
82.5 83.3 85.3 81.8

1

I

I
I

I
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4. DELAYED AND DELTA FEATURES

It is known that feature events that describe consistent trends in the handwriting over several points can
improve recognition accuracy. One method is to splice
adjacent frames to an enlarged feature vector [l].Here
we investigated alternative approaches.
Let o1 denote a feature of the current frame t . A
way to describe the dynamics of the signal, which has
bccii acloptcd from spcech rccogriitioii (81, is the use of
delta features, i.e., approximations to the derivatives
of the observation vector with respect to time, e.g.,
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Ao, = L(o1+1 - 01-1). Combination of ot and Aot
yields a new enlarged feature vector 0;.
We developed the novel concept of, what we called,
delayed features, which are used to measure the spatial
dynamics of the signal. Sample realizations of structural handwriting knowlcdgc b,zsctl oii dclaycd features
arc positional, size and overlap rclations. I<nowledgc
is modeled by relating the current segment (or frame)
with previous or future segments (frames).
An example of positional relation is the anglc
between the line connecting the center-of-gravities
(cog) of subscclucnt fcaturc! vcctors ant1 tlic x-axis.
For cxainplc, a clclay 7~ = 2 yicltls tlic fcat ures sin(angle(cog( ot ) , cog(0 1 - 2 ) ) ) , cos(angle(cog( ot ) ,
c0g(ot-2)))) which describes the change of writing
direction between feature vectors ot-2 and ot. In
the same way, we can introduce a new feature
which describes size relation, e.g., delay n = 2
yields length(ot)/(length(ot) length(ot-2)) where
length(o1) denotes the path-length of the segment or
frame a t time t. Furthermore, the concept of delayed
features allows to compute overlap relations similar to
the LLhat-featurellin [9].
Based on the 500 normal-sized words of the scalability test, we compared the performance of a baseline representation (13 components) to feature vectors which
inclutlcd dclta (basclinc 4- 13 tlo1t;is) ; L i d tlclaycd fcaG delayed features), respectively.
tures (baseline
The six delayed features arc constructed from thrce
angles with delay 1,2 and 4 representing positional
relation. Table 2 shows that the augmented feature
vector clearly outperforms the baseline representation,
delayed features performing better than delta features.
In the case of the delayed features, fewer additional vector components are required to attain the performance
improvement.

The resulting feature vector is decorrelated, ordered,
and maximally compact. The first property is advantageous, since in our HMMs we employ diagonal covariance matrices, see Section 2. The second property
means that the features are ordered according to decrcasiiig cigcIiva1uc. The first, fcaturcs, i.e., tliosc with
the largest cigcnvalucs, contribute most for class scparability. Finally, the third property states that for any
subset of the features 1 to IC the sum of the eigenvalucs is maxinium. No other subsct of tlic same sizc k
of features or linear combinations thereof has a larger
s11111.

LDA has b c ~ wciiiployctl iii tlic traiiiiiig and rccogiiition process similar as describcd in [4] for speech recognition. Training is carried out in three steps:
First an ordinary training is carried out. This
yields a segmentation, i.e., a class label for each
feature vector. Note that we defined the classes in
the LDA sense to be HMM states.

+

Next the within and between class scatter matrices
are computed and from them the LDA transformation is obtained by solving an eigenvalue problem [2].
0

+

Table 2: Recognition rates (in % words correct) for
segment type of feature vectors for a 200 word and a
20,000 word dictionary.

#features
200 w
20,000 W

I

13
Baseline
92.5
72.0

1

13+6 delayed
=19
97.6
86.7

13+13 delta
=26
97.3
81.9

5. LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [2] is a well known
technique in statistical pattern classification for comprcssing thc information contcnts (with respcct to clas-

Finally, a completely new training is conducted on
tlic LDA-transformed feature vcctors. Optionally,
tlic diniciision of tlic traiisformctl feature vcctor
can be reduced by discarding the least important
rows of the LDA transformation matrix.

Two aspects of the LDA transform are investigated.
First, the perforniance improvement due to the LDA
transform is tested while the feature vector size before
and aftcr transformation remains the same. Second,
the error rate as a function of the feature vector size
after transformation is investigated.
First, Table 3 summarizes recognition results with
LDA in an otherwise unchanged experiment. Comparing this table with the results without LDA in Table 2
shows a clear improvement.
Table 3: Recognition rates (in % words correct) for
segment type of LDA transformed feature vector for a
200 word and a 20,000 word dictionary. Full dimension
of LDA transformed feature vector.
#features
before LDA
200 w
20,000 w
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13
Baseline
96.3
81.0

13+G delayed
=19
97.8
87.3

13+13 delta
=26
97.4
86.3
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performance. For both delta and delayed features, a
performance peak is reached after dropping about four
features. A peak performance of 88.8% words correct
is rcaclictl.
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Figiirc 1: [%] words correct versus feature vector sizc!
aftcr the LDA for delta (left figiirc) and delayed (riglit
figure) reprcsciitation prior to LDA (20,000 words
vocabulary)
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6 . CONCLUSION
We have described a number of different representations in order to address the goals of writing size independence, integration of handwriting knowledge based
on delayed features and a robust, compact representation. We have shown that the writing size independence implicit in the segment based representation offers
an attractive alternative to the usual word-based size
normalization at the cost of a small peak performance
decreasement. The tested representation alternatives
(delta, delay and LDA) each contribute a performance
improvement. In the tested configuration for a segment
Iiased recognizcr with 20K vocabulary, thc combined
iitiprovciiicnts yield a. I)(!rforiilibii(:(! iiiiprovciiioiitl f r o i t i
72% to 88.8% which means that the error-rate is more
than halved due to representation enhancements only.
It is expected that even larger improvements are possible since the full potential of delayed features has not
been exploited yet. Further, the combination of delta
and delayed features may also be worthwhile studying
since tlie 'extra' information in the representation is
different for deltas and delays.
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